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Abstract We are interested in the complexity of the Poisson problem with
homogeneousDirichlet boundary conditions on the ddimensional unit cube 
Error is measured in the energy norm and only standard information con
sisting of function evaluations is available In previous work on this problem
the standard assumption has been that the class F of problem elements has
been the unit ball of a Sobolev space of xed smoothness r in which case
the complexity is proportional to 
 dr
 Given this exponential dependence
on d the problem is intractable for such classes F  In this paper we seek to





of bounded mixed derivatives with  a xed multiindex with positive entries








we give bounds on b  b
d
 Hence the problem is tractable in 
 with
exponent at most 

min
 The upper bound on the complexity which is close
to the lower bound is attained by a modied nite element method MFEM
using discrete blending spline spaces we obtain an explicit bound with no hid
den constants on the cost of using this MFEM to compute approximations
Finally we show that for any positive multiindex  the Poisson problem
is strongly tractable and that the MFEM using discrete blended piecewise
polynomial splines of degree  is a strongly polynomial time algorithm In
particular for the case     the MFEM using discrete blended piecewise










Secondorder elliptic problems over ddimensional domains arise often in sci
entic computation	 The most wellknown examples of such problems occur in
engineering calculations
 such as elasticity problems and steadystate heat ow	
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Note that for these examples
 we have d   or d  	 However
 highdimensional
problems with large d occur in other areas of scientic computation	 Common ex
amples of such problems include highdimensional random walks and simultaneous
Brownian motion of many noninteracting particles	 Another example of a high
dimensional problem is given by Schrodingers equation from quantum mechanics

the solution of a pparticle problem in three dimensions being a function of d  p
variables	 For instance
 if we wanted to nd the wave function of the electron cloud
in an uranium atom
 we would have p   electrons
 so the dimension of the
problem is d  	
We wish to nd the computational complexity of such problems
 as well as
optimal algorithms for their solution	 To make this more precise
 let F be a given
class of functions and let L be a given secondorder elliptic operator	 Then we wish
to calculate an approximation to the solution
 i	e	
 for any f   F 
 we wish to
calculate an approximation U to the solution u of the problem Lu  f such that
kuUk  
 the norm being the standard energy norm	 Of course
 algorithms that
produce approximations U are constrained to using only nitely many information
operations about the f 	 In this paper
 we suppose that only standard information is
permissible
 i	e	
 values of f at points in the domain	 Then the complexity is the
minimal cost of calculating an approximation
 and an algorithm that computes
an approximation with minimal cost is an optimal algorithm	
Let us review what is known about the complexity of such problems	 Suppose
we rst we make the standard assumption that F is the unit ball of a standard
Sobolev space consisting of all functions having xed smoothness r	 If we let cd
denote the cost of any information operation




 nite element methods of xed degree using
rened meshes are nearly optimal	 See  
 Chapter  for details	
Note that the complexity increases exponentially in d	 This is wellknown as
the hallmark of intractability see 	 Moreover
 this eect can be seen even for
the engineering examples with d  	 To be specic
 let us only consider the case
of standard information with r  	 Then the number of information operations
required to compute an approximation is proportional to 
 
	 If we need four
place accuracy   
 

 this means that we must use roughly 
 
operations	
On a megaop machine
 this takes about a week and a half on a gigaop machine

this takes around  minutes	
Note that cleverer algorithms wont help defeat this curse of dimensionality

since this is a result about the inherent problem complexity	 If we are going to make
such problems tractable
 we need to somehow change the problem formulation	
Since one of this papers main themes is to determine whether elliptic problems
can be made tractable
 we should recall that there are several dierent kinds of
tractability	
	 If the complexity is at most cd  Kd
p

 then the problem is
tractable in 
 and the smallest p is called the exponent of the prob
lem	 An algorithm that computes an approximation at cost at most
cd  Kd
p
is said to be an polynomial time algorithm	
	 If the complexity is at most cd  Kd
q

 then the problem is tractable
in d
 and the smallest q is called the dexponent of the problem	 An algo
rithm that computes an approximation at cost at most cd  Kd
q
is said to be a dpolynomial time algorithm	
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	 If the complexity is at most cd K
p

 then the problem is strongly
tractable
 and the smallest p is called the strong exponent of the problem	
An algorithm that computes an approximation at cost at most cd 
K
p
is said to be a strongly polynomial time algorithm	
This is discussed in  	 Note that rather than having the cost cd of an informa
tion operation appear in these denitions
 it is more convenient to use cd  	
Recall that to make the problem tractable
 we must reformulate it somehow	
There are two ways to do this	 The rst is to no longer require that the error be at
most  for all f   F 	 In other words
 we change the setting	 One way of doing
this is to replace the worst case setting by an average case or probablistic setting
another is to allow nondeterminism	 There is some discussion of this approach in
 
 Chapters  and  more recent results may be found in   and  	
The only other way we can overcome intractability is to change the class F of
problem elements	 One idea is to note that the admissible problem elements f are
analytic or even more often piecewise analytic functions	 We allowed F to be a
class of analytic functions in  
 where we nd that the complexity is proportional
to cd  log 
d
	 Moreover
 nite element methods with xed mesh using
increasing degree of approximation are nearly optimal	 In the terminology of  

the problem is tractable in 
 with exponent 	 However
 no dtractability or
strong tractability results are known	 Unfortunately
 the results for piecewise an
alytic functions are negative
 unless we know the locations of the breaks see  	
for the details	
In this paper
 we return to the idea of using problem elements having limited
smoothness
 but in a dierent sense	 Rather than assume that all Sobolev deriva
tives of a given order are bounded
 we assume that f has a given number 
i
of
derivatives in the ith coordinate direction for each i   f     dg	 In other words

we follow the lead of   in using spaces of bounded mixed derivatives
 such as




Note that much of our previous work on elliptic problems dealt with the case of
arbitrary elliptic operators L	 Of course
 we did this so that the results would apply
to as wide a class of elliptic problems as possible	 However
 there is a downside to
this approach most of the results involved constants whose explicit expressions are
hard to obtain	 Since we are interested in what happens as the dimension d varies

we need to know how these constants change with d	 Hence
 we only investigate a
specic model problem in this paper
 namely
 the Poisson problem u  f on the
ddimensional unit cube   I
d

 with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions	
Of course
 there are other problems that we could have chosen instead e	g	
 the
Helmholtz problem
 or a Neumann problem for many of them
 the techniques for
their investigation should be similar to those contained in this paper	
We now outline the contents of this paper




 we formally describe our problem	 As in  
 the class of prob














 the problem itself is not a tensor product problem

i	e	
 the solution operator is not a tensor product of onedimensional operators	
We note that as formulated
 the solution to our problem always satises periodic
homogeneous boundary conditions this means that singularities will not occur at
the corners	
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In Section 
 we determine complexity results for standard information	 The














 d  
 where k

is the number of times the
entry 
min
appears in the multiindex 	 This means that we know the problem
complexity to within a polylogarithmic factor	 We also investigate a modied nite
element method MFEM using discrete blending spline spaces of degree 
i
in the
ith coordinate direction  
 
 	 We determine that this MFEM can compute



































 in the case    
 we consider the MFEM using discrete blended piecewise

















MFEM is a polynomial time algorithm	 Finally in Section 
 we show that the
problem is strongly tractable when standard information is permissible	 The precise
form of our strong exponent for arbitrary  is somewhat complicated
 requiring the
solution of a nonlinear equation	 However
 since the complexity decreases as 
increases
 we can use explicit values for the case     to nd that the problem








for any 	 Hence the Poisson problem is strongly tractable when standard infor
mation is permissible
 with a strong exponent of at most 		 We are certain
that this estimate of the strong exponent is pessimistic





 we note in closing that the results in this paper were obtained under
the assumption that only standard information is permissible	 We could well ask
what happens if we allow arbitrary continuous linear information
 i	e	
 allowing any
continuous linear functional of the problem element	 Since standard information
is a proper subset of continuous linear information
 one might expect the problem
complexity to be signicantly less and the strong exponent of the problem to be
smaller
 when continuous linear information is permissible	 This is the subject of
ongoing research
 and will be reported in a future paper	






 we assume that the reader is familiar with the usual termi
nology and notations arising in the variational study of elliptic boundary value
problems	 See Chapter  and the Appendix of   for further details
 as well as
the references cited therein	 We use N and Pto respectively denote the nonnegative
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and positive integers	 Unless stated otherwise
 Greek letters will be used to denote
multiindices
 i	e	
 vectors in N
d
	
Our rst step in the problem description will be to introduce some special
Sobolev spaces
 which will be closed subspaces of the usual Sobolev spaces	 The
main novelty in these spaces is that they satisfy certain boundary conditions	 Our
reason for choosing them is that they have a convenient orthonormal basis	 See
also   for another example of using this technique
 although in a dierent situa
tion	
First
 we consider the spaces of functions dened over a onedimensional inter
val	 Let I   










orthonormal basis in L












































I is a Hilbert space



































 we dene the spaces over the ddimensional hypercube   I
d
	 For any
















under the tensor product norm
kv
 


























I   i  d










 is a Hilbert space




























































 is a space of mixed derivatives
 analogous to those studied
in 	
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i	e	




	 Then we let S ! F  H
 















Thus u  Sf is the variational solution to
u  f in 
u   on 






















































   for a fuller development	 We assume that only standard information is per
missible
 i	e	
 for any problem element f 
 we only know information of the form
Nf  fx
 
     fx
n
 f   F
where x
 
     x
n
  	 Note that if the sample points are distinct
 then N is in
formation of cardinality n
 i	e	
 cardN  n	 Note that the information used is
nonadaptive
 i	e	
 the number and choice of evaluation points dening N is de
termined in advance
 independently of any particular f   F 	 Since the solution
operator is linear and F is a convex balanced set
 there is no loss of generality in
doing this see   
 Chapter 	 for further discussion	
Our model of computation is the standard one given in   	 The evaluation
of fx for any x    and f   F has cost cd
 and the cost of basic combinatory
operations is 	 Typically
 cd 	
In this paper
 we consider the worst case setting	 Hence
 the error of any
algorithm  using information N is given by








The radius of information N is
rN   inf

eN 
and the nth minimal radius is
rn  inff rN  ! cardN  n g
The cost of an algorithm  using N is given by
costN   sup
fF
costN f
with costN f denoting the cost of computing  for a particular problem ele
ment f 	 As always
 the complexity
comp  inff costN  ! eN    g
of our problem is the minimal cost of computing an approximation
 for  	 	 In
this paper
 we make frequent use of the inequality
cdm  comp  cd  m
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where
m  minfn   N ! rn   g
is the cardinality number	
In the sequel
 we may sometimes wish to stress the dependence of various
quantities on parameters such as the dimension d of the region   I
d
or the
multiindex  dening the smoothness of the problem elements	 We shall do this
by writing
 e	g	
 comp d  for the complexity of a problem on a ddimensional
domain for which the problem elements have smoothness given by 	
 Complexity results
In this section
 we establish bounds on the nth minimal radius and the 
complexity of our problem	 These bounds are fairly tight in 	 We shall use these
results in the next section
 where we will establish that our problem is strongly
tractable	


































	 There exists a constant C depending on d such that




















is the minimal component of  appearing k

times
Proof To prove the rst part of this Theorem
 we will show that our problem









     x
n








	 In what follows
 there is no essential loss
of generality if we assume that x
 
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Here
 C is a constant that is independent of n	 Now extend h to the whole region 











 such that g 
  in 

	 Using   
 Theorem 	 and 	
 we nd that









































Since N is arbitrary standard information of cardinality n
 the result follows im
mediately	
To prove the second part of this Theorem
 we need only observe that by the
rst part
 there exists C
 independent of 
 such that


















We now seek an algorithm whose performance will be close to the lower bounds
established in Theorem 		 The main idea here is to use a discrete blending spline
approximation see  
 
 	 As 	 and  point out
 this is the same as







 we recall the approximation properties of onedimensional
polynomial spline spaces	 Choose positive integers m and r we assume without
essential loss of generality that 
r
is a multiple of m	 Let S
mr
denote the space of
continuous functions on I





a polynomial of degree at most m
 for   i  
r




v be the unique element of S
mr











It will be convenient to let U
m
 	 The following standard result may be found
in e	g	  
 p	 !












































We now describe the construction of our multidimensional blending spline
spaces
 as well as the sparse grid on which they are dened and interpolation



















for   i  d


















Note that this is is a mild variation of the approximation operator found in  
the novelty is that we allow dierent onedimensional operators in the dierent
coordinate directions
 whereas the same operator was used for each direction in  	
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We can nd a more explicit representation of this approximation operator by
using the ideas found in  and in  
 Section 	 First

























 for any function v dened on 
 the approximation S
qd

v depends on v












     x
nqd	
g










The points belonging to Hq d are called hyperbolic cross points
 and the set
Hq d is called a sparse grid	
We let
n  nq d  cardHq d

















denote the resulting discrete blending spline space	
Now we are ready to describe our approximation algorithm
 which will use the
particular blending spline space S
qd




with   	 In other words
 we choose the polynomial degree of the blending
spline space in a given direction as the number of derivatives that a problem element
has in that direction	






     fx
nqd	









 the Sobolev embedding theorem guarantees that the information N
qd
f is
welldened for any f   F 	 Then Lemma  of   states that
	 cardN
qd







For f   F 

















 s   S
qd

Note that this is a modied version of Galerkins method
 with the test and trial
spaces both being S
qd
 the change is that we are not using inner products
with f 
 but with S
qd
f 	 It is easy to see that for any f   F 





satisfying 	 and that u
qd
depends on f only through the
information N
qd
f  see   










is the modied nite element method MFEM based on S
qd
	
We now give an abstract error estimate for our MFEM a proof is contained in
the beginning of the proof of  
 Theorem 			
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We now develop Sobolev error bounds for using Smolyaks algorithm to ap
proximate the identity operator	 Once we have such bounds
 we can directly apply
Lemma 		 These bounds are given in













Let     N
d









































































Proof We rst establish some notation that we will need to prove this lemma	
In such cases where it will cause no confusion





in what follows	 For any q and d
 we let




j  q g
We also let id
d
denote the identity operator for functions that are dened on I
d
	 If
L ! X  Y is a linear transformation of normed linear spaces
 we let kLk
LXY 	















































Hence if    P
d 






















































































































































Using a Fourier series expansion

































	 Using 	 and Lemma 	 in 	
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Proof Let f   F 















	 In what follows
 we will make use
of the notation given in Lemma 	
 letting   	







	 Choose   
 and   	 Then   

so that s  t  
min
	 From Lemma 	









































	 Choose i   f     dg
 and





is the ith standard unit vector in R
d
	 Now set    e
i
	 Since
   
 we nd that t  
min
	 Moreover
    
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Comparing 	 with 	























































The desired result now follows from 	
 	
 and Lemma 		  
Using this result
 we now nd an upper bound on the error of using the MFEM
with n evaluations	

























Let n be given Choose
q  qn d  blgB
d































  d 
min



























From the denition of qn d












	 q  lgB
d
n




On the other hand

























Using this inequality and 	 in Theorem 	
 we immediately nd the desired
bound on the error	  
Remark Note that there is a mild gap between the lower and upper bounds
on the nth minimal error as given respectively by Theorem 	 and Theorem 		
That is
 the exponents of n are the same
 but the exponents of lgn dier	
There are two reasons for this	 The rst is that we are using the integration
problem to establish our lower bound
 whereas we are using a variant of the L


approximation problem to nd our upper bound	 The di$culty here is that the
minimal error and complexity are dierent for these two problems
 and so a gap is
unavoidable
 unless we can nd a dierent technique of establishing our lower and
upper bounds	
The second reason for the gap may be found in Lemma 		 If we consider
the bound on the L

error contained in 	 as a function of the cardinality n
of the information












functions in the L















is the number of minimal components in 
and n    	 This implies one of two possibilities! either discrete blending
spline approximation is not an optimal algorithm even for the L

approximation
problem or the estimate given in Lemma 	 is pessimistic	  
Hence we have found reasonably tight bounds on the nth minimal error	 The
next task is to nd an upper bound on the cost of using the MFEM to compute
an approximation
 said upper bound being reasonably close i	e	
 to within a
polylogarithmic factor of  to the lower bound given in Theorem 		 Our
approach follows that of  
 Section 	
Theorem  Let    and d   P be given








which uses the zero information N
zero

  is at most  Hence
















































































































 if k 	 
e lnh
e  
if k  






































































































































 d  such that
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Proof To prove part 
 we recall that the error of the zero algorithm equals









	 To calculate this





 as in 	





























































see 		 Since this bound is sharp choose f  z
 























To prove part 


















   with q as given	 Using 	





  c  
q

We now turn to the proof of part 
 following the approach used in the proof
of  


















































 letting t  x
min
ln 	 Then 	 may be rewritten as
	 t 	 ln t lnh















































 p	 	 From this















all k   N
 with t
k
monotonically decreasing as k  to the unique solution t





lnh	 In what follows
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 we see that






























Substituting the upper bound for q into this inequality

















































 this inequality also holds when t
k
is replaced by t

	 After a few more
calculations
 we nd that

















































is a linear algorithm using information N
qd

 we immediately get the






















































































 and q are as in Theorem   
This is the bound given in the Introduction to this paper	
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Remark The case     Let us exhibit the bound given by Theorem 	
when    	 Note that for this special case
 our MFEM uses discrete blended






































 Strong tractability results
In this section
 we show that the Poisson problem is strongly tractable when
standard information is permissible	 We use the notation and techniques in  	











in Theorem 		 Using the result of
Theorem 	
 we see that it is no loss of generality to restrict our attention to the
case of   
 jj 	
and d 	 	
Let q

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Theorem  For d 	  and  	   
 jj 	

























 except that we start with our own Theorem 		 Note that
this is possible since our Theorem 	 can be rewritten as a special form of  

Theorem 	 That is
 the error formula in  of our Theorem 	 has the form of
 
 Theorem 
 with appropriate changes in parameter values	  
Hence the algorithm 
qd

 with q as given
 is a strongly polynomial time algo
rithm
 and the strong exponent of the problem is at most p	
Remark The case     continued We now use the case     to illustrate


































Hence the algorithm 
qd
is a strongly polynomial time algorithm
 and our problem
is strongly tractable
 with a strong exponent of at most 		  
We close this paper by noting that for any multiindex    P
d

 we have  	  	

















Hence the problem is strongly tractable for any 	
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